Abstract. What is presented is an outline of a new type of system which approximates a desired wavefunction given an input using qubits. If enough of the nodes activate then corresponding output is generated. This formulation can be extended to the same network enticing multiple people by the use of segregation of certain nodes to reach an activiation threshold. What this paper shows is that there are alternative network models that can be created that are in the spirit of an neural network. Also this computer is significantly faster than other machines since it can solve NP-complete problems in P time. It can be seen that certain quantum computers are more powerful than others.
Introduction
The purpose of the network is to find an wave function given an input. At the time of this paper being written the current type of unorganized machine that is used in a network type model is an artificial neuronal network. The approach used was to attempt to model waves in a neuronal network by modifying the propagation of signals in the network. This network can be used to solve #P-complete problems in P time. Since the network utilizes nonlinear operators to do the computation then this is possible due to the result by Seth Lloyd and Daniel S. Abrahms (Abrhams and Lloyd, 1998)- [3] .
2. Description of the Networks 2.1. Overview and Backround. The wave function is represented in the network by the state of the system. The system itself is a quantum Hamiltonian system with a given set of rules depending on the network. We then define nodes which are represented by qubits in this space. Any node can influence any other node by the creation of a wave in the medium of the space. The purpose of the network is to find a wave function which approximate the desired output.
The nodes learn how to organize themselves by alerting the weights that they are influenced by the other nodes. If an node activates and that corresponds to a favorable result then the node weight is increased. If the node activates and a negative result occurs the nodes weight is decreased.
Description of the Type 1 Network (Hopfield).
Let the network be defined as a specific set of rules existing in an hamiltonian with N-Dimensions.
Given i which is the set of inputs find the ψ =
in H which gives the desired output .
The setup for this network is to have qubit gates which are all connected to each other in the manner similar to a neuronal network.
All of these qubits have an input set i. The stimulus can be anything except another node in the network. Each node is similar to an neural network in that the inputs and activation are the same but the purpose is to compute a wavefunction. U i is the threshold where the network will take a specific action depending on which nodes have signaled. The design of each node is similar to a hopfield neural network since all nodes are equivalent to each other.
All of these qubits have an input set i. The stimulus can be anything except another node in the network. Each node is similar to an neural network in that the inputs and activation are the same but the purpose is to compute a wave function.
U i is the threshold where the network will take a specific action depending on which nodes have signaled. T ij is the strength of the connection between nodes. I i is the input for each node. The design of each node is similar to a Hopfield neural network since all nodes are equivalent to each other.
The Global Energy of the system is defined by the equation
2.2.1. Training Hopfield Like Networks. Learning occurs by decreasing the energy of the qubits that the network should memorize. This makes the network act as a memory defined by the content that is input into the system. For example given i = {1, 0, 1} and the wavefunction gives the state ψ =   1
 the qubits will converge to the wavefunction.
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2.3. Description of Type 2 Network (Boltzman). This type of network is similar to a Boltzmann machine. The change in the global energy given an Type 2 Network is:
With the same rules as the Type 1 Network except probabilty of a qubit being on is:
Where T stands for the "temperature" of the network.
2.3.1. Training Boltzmann Like Networks. After defining which units are visible (receive information) and which are hidden (don't receive information) Using the Kullback-Leibner distance G defined as
There are two phases one is the dormant phase where the observed states of the qubits are entangled with the training set. The active stage is where the qubits aren't entangled and the training set is ignored. The gradient for an weight w ij is as follows
Conclusion
Given the fact that certain intractable problems exist which are currently intractable in NP the applications of these networks are quite obvious. Not all quantum computers are created with equal operators. The result of using nonlinear operators that are currently used in neural networks and applying them to quantum computation was expected to be impossible (Daniel S. Abrhams and Seth Lloyd, 1998)- [3] . But if was then this network should not exist. Also this machine goes against the common opinions of computer scientists since most of them think that P = NP.. It is unknown if more powerful computers could exist but that is probably an issue of hypercomputation. Therefore it must be concluded that NP-complete problems can be solved by this specific quantum computer.
